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ABSTRACT
A review is presented cif R.char d Vreeman's *The

ADvereducatQd American.* a book that proposes that the U.S. has
. ntered an era in which the college degree.cannot be assumed to be a
'safe avenue to conceic success. Focus here icvn five of the book's
seven main conclusions. 'Freeman!s evidence documenting the new'
depressIc !or college-educated.workers is examined and hiu model of
bow-the r ego labor sarket osperates and why the iirket became

.deprossed the 1970s is critically.summarized. The de.mogrliyhic

Consequences of the baby boos cOhort and speculation on whtrcohort
size may *atter for employmeont and wages-is discussed;.and'an
alterta4ve to Freeman's explanation is of-torpid. Welch's findings are
contrasted with those of Freeman as ihey prolect the future economic
viability of college for thcse entering the labor market n the
1970s. The second half otthg review concentrates onFreeihn's
evidence on how the labor market chAnges impacted on blacks and
women. It is concluded that the daiS, aot reveal an overeducaked.
American but rather relate adjustmentA to-latgef entering cohorts.
SuPPorting-statistics are cited and'a bibliography is'included.
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,Riehard Freeman's The Ousrieducated American is

It* gigneral thesis is that durinithe 19fts'is:e have

"n *portant book .

entered a unique

isode in American history where us can no longer assume that the once

reveried college diploma is a profitable and eafe avenue to *concede,

.#

success. Freeman argues that income returns from college have declined

so raiidly since 1970 that fron both a private and socia/ perspective

additional investments in'tsllege training will be margin/al at

beat sod Are likely to remain so for many years to come. This rat.har

gloomy message is delivered not only to those young piople lobo nuit

make theXr individual choices About attending,college best also to those

.. ,---.---
.

.

of us who make our livelihood in the edNStion industry.
.

, .... r

Thia book ia i popularised versioo of Freeman's research previ-

ously published in academic journals and has.many of the characterie-
.

ti4s that have typified his work in the past. It ie,tOpical, energetic,

imaginative and has an uncanny eye fo; identifying significant changes

occurring Wthe world aroand us. It also has the Most deiirable attri--.

butes'a good.'research in that it

tigato and challenge the 'evidence
%

has stimulated many othare to reinves-

that PreemausoLe?tly presents. lb
.<

.this reView, we have, taken our opportunity to become devil's advocate*.

AI the basis of our reexamination of the wage and employment data Since

the 1970e, vs will argue that at best Freaman'exaggerates the case tor

an oversupply of college-educated manpower aid that he may in fas be

dead wrong.

*as

Freemen draws sem.; main conclusions in his book, which we paraphrase.

we.

Ira
-

The cones* job market'underwent an unprecedented downturn at



,

:
..._ ,

ti; ilne Wi'rtlikonset of . th youmg graduates just beginning their careers
. .

.,

thepost eiswereliaffsctoi. In respotse to the depressed market, tfie
, , 0 .: -

1

*

propoktiop 2f ygung men enrolling inscollege dropped substantially re-
-*\

vereing th? Una term upwarci.trend.bn.zducational attainOtt.
A%

g. Your.major factor's' underlie the college job markets therespon-
.

_

sive supply behavior of.the yungc..the long working life of pesti,._

'graduates which makes total kupply Taatively' fixed in the eho;t run;
k 4

the,concectration of College graduateslin certairrsectors of the econ-
\

day; and the cobweb feedback system due to the four-year lag btetween the

deeision to ettvad college and entry intd thi.la4or market. FremSsn

argues that.the downturn of the seVeoties was.caused both ,by a decftos.

'lka
growth of desan4 in indnstries relatively intensiire in college-trained

manpower and.the large increases in supply due to the entry of the pest

'mar babriboom cohorts.'

3 Clv 4415 with'in the college labor market were as dramatic as

-

thole between college oduCated vOrkers and others. The new depression

altsied significantly career decisions of now gtadpates.,
*pi

ductions in enrollments and low birth rates the decline in

,

markeewes toast severe in teaching and resear0 positions.

graduates with degrees

minisi.ration,-medicine

cause of r--

the-college

In contrast,

in bueiness pecialties, accounting, business ma-
:.

and engineering were siore imsaine'from the worst

con#equences ot the deterioration in the'labor market. There was a ieu-
,

eral shift among new graduates awe, from Ace214c and *scientific fields
.

the traditional profeesional and business oriented specialties.

4. 'federal policies contributed to the mag4tiod; of,the depresaion.1

Federal research and'development spending resched-a,peak in the midel960e

3
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and the resulting contrgction tn funds was a ma)or cofttributor td the

seventies%bust. In addition, the curtailment of federal fellowship

and,scholarshiv programs during tt '1470s contributed to-the
a A,

aecline.

.5. In spite.of the market down:turn, blacK college graduates

fared reasonably well--aresult of affirmative action and related

anti-disCrimination activity.

6: The job market for' ;'Jblemn graduates did,not daterioriate sig-

nificantly except in, tho-case of ceachers.

N

7. ForIcaste of.the state of the college labor Market for ney

#

sale graduates into the futurs indicate that it is likely-torn:min

ilepressed througilout the end of the 1970s-4mproving moderately in the

early 1980. end rapidly in tha late 1980s, although never returning'

to the boom conditions of the liflOS. ,The major equilibrating factor

will be thy rechiced supply of new graatatee. Mali the posftion of ,

titure graduates will improve, tfie future career prospects of current

graduates May not rIbese cohorts mi6ht he-substantially penalized

throughout their .work career by their bad luck in biing members of a

-
relatively-large oohOrt.

In our review we will ignore the third (effects within disciplines)

and fourth (the role 'of federaa policies) conclusions concentrating

No*

our efforts on thelsining five,- This is not a reflection on their

refative importance, but.as-devil's advbcates wfio have never researChed

those particular issues we frankly hgve-nothing to add to Fre s ex-

`N
cellent discussion. In any case, the basic message of hiS book lies in

,the.otherlive arguments that address the breeder market for'college

trained Manpower. l
. .

a

,

4

lk
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Our review.is organized ais ft:Mows. We first examine Freeman's

evidence documenting the new depressiop forsollegg educated workers
a

and criticallr summarize his model of how the 'rollsege labor market oper-

s

ates and the reason* whY104S rarket became depressed in the WOW. We
....

..
.
I

then examine some of the demographic cilnsequetices-resulting

. from the entry of the baby-boom cohorts and speculate about why

cohort size may matter fpr employment and wages. These

speculations .suggest , at least tO utr, au alternative .explanation of

what really happened fn tag period. While not inxohttistint with

Freeman'.2 hypothes.is, it certainly shifts eaphthi. s fron comparisons'

among education classes to thosi between new eritrants and more expert,.

enced workera. Using the 1968-1976 CUrrent Poputationthitys, we.offer

evidence an some tic changes ia the relative-iconomic potation of

new entrante in ribor mart) We conclude.by briefly sumwariOng
t

research findiag obtained by pail of u9 tWelch) predicting teeporaey

A and persistent effect* of cdhort size on wage& and employment)*
1,

Preemiu.els and Welch's projeaione for/the future viability, of:colkege
.

3 I

l'as visnue to ecomoste success and likely.econqMic status later in

tbeir work careersIor those unfortmlate enough to 'titer the labor mar-

het in the 1970e & also contrasted. In the second half of our review,
4P

-we investigate Freeman's evidence on iwow these labor market changes im-

.pacted oft blacks and wo4:n.

NEW DEPRESSION IN HIGHER'EDUCATION. .

I.
Although Fteemaa employs a number of indicators documenting the

a.

Effects of Cohort Size on Earnings: Tile 4aty Boos Babies

Financial Busi." Welch, Journal of Political Econom. forthcoming.
.

8



decline in income of coLlege gradustes--starting salaries by field, re-
.

cruicmant ViWits to colleges, increasing dissattefaction expressed by
4

receist graduatem,in survey daes--the essenc of hie argument is repro-

duced in Table 1. There, the relative earning t college high school

graduaten are.listed from 190 through 1976 for all workers Ad for

those employetfull cime,-where presumably better contr, k of employment

variabililY is possible. Tliese raetos are also provided sepsrately for

new entrants (those 25-34 years old).-and older worke.rs whose formal

schooling long preceded this perio4 In his book, Freeman included

. / only the years 1969 .through_lr4, and we have blocked out his sub-period

in our table.

For ;hose aged 25-34, the decline in the relative earnings of-col-

lege graduates betw:sh 1969 and 1974 is indeed striking. Conipareo to

high school graduates, the wage advantage of college graduatew fel

\from 40 percent to-16 p2rcent. In just six years. This is in brfef the
alt

new depression in higher education. Since many economists believed

that the economic returns to college ov.er the last thi9 yearn were

relatively constant, t.he Aexperience of the early 19705 was certainly

'startling. However, one's despair over the prospects for college grad-

dales is tempered VlyAncluding years preceding 1969 /And the 1975 and

1976 a.
1 The years Freeman selected were clearly peak to trough

comparisons. The end point years in Table I indicate a decline of 14 per-
%

centage pointv (one-third of 414 peak to trough movement betweer. 1969

and 1974). -Although this may seem more skin to a recession than.a

\
-Thee last two years were not avaqable to Freeman although thee

earlier ypare were.
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Tabie 1

R4TIO OF4f4AN INCOME OF COLLEGE TO HIGH SCHOOL GRADUATES

Year

6/ 6b 69 70 71 72 73 74 75

Year-kound
Pull-Tima
Workers

Ude
25-34 1.32 1.3ti 1.9 21)33 1.29 1.28 1.23 1.16 1.22 1.24

35-44 1.50 1.50 1.49 1.50 1.51 1.48 1.50 1.52 1.54

All Worker&

Ages

25-34 1.33 1.32 1.33 1.33 1.27 1.22 1.19 1.15 1.19 1.26

35-44 1.53 1.47 1.58 1.54 1.55 1.55 1.52 1.55 t 1.5o 1.55

SOURCE: Vaajoult iseues of ci'cr Pc u:ati Raporte; Seriee P-60.

depression, there is no quesilon that'relative wages o: new colleg grad-

A4k.
uatee declined duri,pg the 1970s. However, we may bc more sanguine about

.1"

future prospecti g;iven the recovery euggested by the 1975 and 1976 data.

If we have really witneesed a permanent dec ine in the demand for

'college graduatesw-the perplexing 4ata in' TAble 1 are the relative wages

for thoiaa agfd 35-44. The most reaspnable descripzion /f the data for #

35-44 year ol,ds la that t exhibits no trend over tt?e period.
A

Tba new depreesio appears at%hest to have beeo.qx6eme1y selective in

its targets, hitt ng only new entrants and leaving untouched those in

twe mean of thacexperience diNtribution.

What explanation does Freeman offer to explain the depreesed market

for collage graduacee in the 1970s? Chapter 3 outlineu the 4tni9tic
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core Uf his work, dial the technical ditails are contained in Appendix B.

There, Freiman develops a simple model of the college Libor market, the

reasons for its collapse and some prospectsefor thm future. His fore-

casts are derived from a recureive adjustment model of the supply and

demand for college graduates, and we confine our discussion of his pros-
.

pects for the future to a later section.

Freiman sees tour key elemeots as determining the operatior of the mar-

ket for college greduates. Thi first is chat proapective young college

-attendees Are qtte rmsponsive and sensitive to the ecoeomic incentives

of attending college. Broadly epeaking, Mi. economic incent/ve in-
.

Ives a comparison of the full wealth rcceive by college graduates

reletive to that accruing to high school graduates. Changee in the

relative values of these streams should then translste into relatively

Large adjuatments in the number of college graduate . Wagee of new

college graduetes are *leo viewed as quite flexible whil r gidities

partly induced by prior commitments constrain wage adju7st teNamong
,

older graduates further along in theft- work careers.

_
The second recognizes that MOISE 01 the college work force received

their degrees long ago, snd cannot revOke that 4\ ecision. us, t'enTh

with responsive new entrants, total supply adjustmentH are likely to

be quite 6110W, and a relativ)ii surplus or,.shortage in the market car, per-

slat for many years.

The third element relates to the relative growth in demand tor

'.college-trained ':anipower. The demand for college graduates depends

arang other tht ngs. on the Secular growth in demand in industriee that

4
relatively college Labor intensive. If there occurs a decline in



the relative demand for col

adjustmant required

manpouer, the estent of tceurv wage

is on the degree of substlitution at labor

ecroea education-elegises. /f firms view workers stratifird by sc401-
. ,

,ing as relativel good suLatitutea, then most f the-adustaunt to \the

n4w Isarkat equilibrium ulll involve supply responses with little change

in the relative wage structuve across education clsses, Freeman-cites

tho large woo adjustments in the I970s ss indicatin6 that submtitultcn

poseibilitles across different schooling classes re not large.

The fipol ingrediene is the clitesic cobweb dynemik:e. Since it

typically requires four years to fin1101 colAege, Freeman argues that

the supply of iireduates is deermined by signalq,reccived four years

earlier. Thus high wages of college graduates en entering college

tramal te into large entering classes wh ch four veers later in:r;atle

s pplies-of new entrants And depress wagee. -oxtvpounding the cotxweb

dynamics is an accelerator principle. Since universities are an L=par-

Lent source of employment tor uan, graduates, the demand vf universities

will be partly detertined by the number of graduates. Increases in the

amber of graduates will increase demand of univer,ctrie9, which in t,.,rn

improvo prospects fot new 6raduates. and regult in further Increases it

the number of graduates.

Given thie basic outline, what then caused the deprs!ssion zarket?

. On the demand aide, Freem4n conte.nds that the 197004 witnessed a signifi-
.

cant decline in the relatie *amann in L % r

Growth rates were simply sloue in ioaustifos where larg numbers uf

greduatos hove tradttionslly been ezzp Or. the suppl7- side ti:tre

wee the entry To the late sixties of the hihy ducated ph4t-war
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baby-boom cohorts.
I

Thus in the 1970s, the market collapsed because of

sharply increasing supply as well as a leveling eft in demand. There is

one potential explanation of the market downturn that Freeman disthisses--

that it resulted from the o5..g/l economic receGeion of Vhe 19705.
2

We

will argue below that aggregate economic activity played a larger role

than Freeman assigns, especially when one's perspective shifts from educa-

tion comparisons to the new ertrant labor market.

How well does Freeman's model explain the eew deprestion? Usieg

his empirical estimates, Freeman demonstrates that it certainly tracks

both college enrollments and relative wages of new graduates remarkedly

well both through the booming sixties and the ensuing seventies bust

But the'ability to reprodua the past is no i. the only criterion ore

us%a in judging the value cf a model. We must alset examine, to internal

logical structure, the importance of behavioral relative to puxely mech-

anical relationships, the corkespondence of the empirical model to its

theoretical counterpart the robustness of the estimates to-simple de-

partures from assumptions or minor changes in the data and irs abilltv

to project the future as well as t.acking the past. Since we did not

have the data to experiment with hie empirical model, the concel .s we

, express serve mostly as a caution that at this point somethir less tkan

full acceptance of Y'reeman's model is in order.

/144 will document the extent of these demographic changes below.

2
For example, see p. 72.

3For example, see Fig. 9, p. 54, and Fig. 13, p. 71.
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. THE FREEMAN MODEL bF THE MARKET FOR ECM NG COLLEGE GRADUATES

FreeMan's empirical model is' summarized in Appendix B of the Look

which, for convenience, we reproduce:

1. Supply of freshman males to college (1951-1973)

FRSH = -2.02 + .86 Pop + 1.31 ICSAL - ASAL]
(.21) (.26)

+4%21 FRSH (-1)
(.16)

R
2
= .987 SEE .049

Awe.

2. Dependence of gduats on number of freshmen (1954-1973)

RA -.63 + .71 FRSH (-4)
(,20)

.976 SEE = .061

.29 FRSH (-5)

.20)

3. Dctermlnation of college salaries (1951-1973)

CSAL -2.25 - .15 RA (-1) + 1.1 DEM + .31 ASAL.
(.02) (.51) (.24)

4- .45 CSAL (-

(-11)

7
R. = .994 SEE .018

where: FRSH = uumber of first-degree credit enrolled males;

Pop number of 18 to 19 year old men;

CSAL an average starting salary (in 1967 dollars);

ASAL = averageannual earning of f
(in 1967-014ra);

ime workers

DEM = an index of demand, calculated lib en-average
of employment in 46 iadustries-(with fixed
weights for the 1960 proportion of employment
in each industry with college degrees); and

RA = number of male bachelor graduates.



'*4

Numbers In parentheses beside regressors indicate number of years lagged

and-numbers inparent heses btlow the estimated coefficivnts are esti-

mated standard errors. All regression variables are in logarithms so

that coefficients can be'read as elasticities or ratios of "percenCage

hange. For %ample, in the first eruation, the vstim4te is that other

'things egoa: an iucrease of one percent ih the number of 18 and 19 year

old men La the populition it; reaser, freshmen .rollment by .88 percent

and an increase in the nukb f freshmen'last year of ohe Reiceht

increises the-number of freshmen this year by .21 per6nt.

The behavioral component of the first egaation relates the deciaion

of potentiallreihmen to enroll to the relative,incolpe advantage of a

college degree 4s proxied-by (CSAL ASAL). The second. eguat ton Is a

mechanical relation between num er of BA degrees granted and freshmen

enrollment four and five years earlier. The key behanhoral link in the

third equutior, is the effect cif the supply of BAs (BA(-1.)) on the wage°

of new graduates. Thus the process is one in which current salaries of

college graduates trelative to others) attracts an entering freshman

class of a certain size. Four years down the road, thse freshmen be-
,

come newly produced BAs who will deliress college wages )rbne year later.

This lower wage wi ll then ru4uce the number of new 'freshmen and we are

off and running on another round.

Freeman's comouted
-R 2

's which suggest a "good fit" are not uncom-
.

mon to time-series data. All in all, the statistical model is well

behaved and uggesto extraordinary sensitivity to economic factors.

For example, i.4,ple .fr.eshman enrollmerit equation, the (CSAL ASAL]

variable, the ratio of beginning salaries to average salaries for
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full-time workers has 4 higher partial corr...-ation (0.76) with enroll-

Arcata than either the number of enrollments last year or the 16-19 year

old qp.opulation. In trying-to interpret regressions of this sort, how-

over, it is important to keep.in mdnd the fact that the underlying data

are.h4ghly correlated aniii regression estioates are subject tsi non-

trivial estimation error.

A literal reading of the freshmen enrollments equation suggests

that the number enrolling'last year has to statistically oignificant

eifect on enrollments this year given 'the 78-29 year ad popqation.

This is quit! possibly an artifact of the correlation between the size

of the 18-19 year old po41ation and freshmen last year. Prom the data

Freeman reports, cannot oalculate this correlation, but we can com-;

2
pute what the regression R would be if the [CSAL ASALJ (the only

4

behavioral) variable were deleted--.970 as opposed to .987 when it is

included. The .970 R
2
that obteX -ith [CSAL MAL] deleted is, of

cdurse, the lowest of the,reaessions possible when omitting one of

the three regriseors and is a clear indication of the colinearity in

te-these data.

Colineerity in and of itself does not introduce biis, but it does

give estimates that are likely to be sensitive to Ppecification. In

such a case the high multiple R .guarantees succeca in tracking data.

But the fact that these data could have been tracked almost as well

(R ..970 versus .987) as a purely meAanical relation between popula-

tion and enrollments.last Year without reference to economic variables

la reason for care in interpre ng the role of economic variables.

Of course, in comparison to the third equation, the determination

of'beginning salaries, the im lied:role of economic Variables in the
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rollment equationpale * considerably. The partial correlation be-

tween beginning salaries (this year) and the number of BAs ClAks! year)

is 0.87, but the same colinearity proviso holds: lf the variable re-

ferring to the number of BAs wai deleted from the beginning salary

equation, the R
2
would be .975 instead of .994 when it is included.

1

Before examining the logic of the mo-'el, one observation concerning
e

data seems in order. The supply equation for cellege erkr6Ilments uses'

the redo ICSAL ASAL] as an indicator of the prospective income gain

to college. Unfortunately, the denominator of ttlis ratio, the average

1 salary-of full-time workers, includes college graduates too. As a

result, growth in the college graduate sha-re of full-time work force

(see Freeman's projections, from 15 percent in.19b9 to 25 percent in

1990, Fig. 14, p. 75:for the male labor force) Will build in spurious

decay in the beginning/avertage salary ratio. In addition, this income

ratio, measures the earnings of new college graduates relative to average

male earnings. It is as much a proxy for the waze of new entrants rela-
,

tive to peak earnings as it is for the income advantage of college grad-

uates. As Freeman noites, this measure is forced by data limitations

have noted that with colinearity regression estimates ate sen-
sitive to specification. As such, Freeman might have considered alter-
nativi apecifications to dispeSiconcerns (like ours) that results may
not be\cobust. There are two ratherfobvious re-specifications thar7
pre'sent themselves.*--

First, in Equation 3, CSAL(-r1),and ASAL appear in free form. This is
because of the recursibn in CSAL. In contrast, in Equation 1, coeffic-
ients on CSAL and ASAL are constrained to be.of equal nwnerical value
and opposite sign. Why-not free these coefficients in Equation 1? A
finding of opposite sign but; equal value would strongly support Freeman's
contenticvthat only relative wages matter.

Sec6nd, in Equation 3, the number of RAs this yeagdoss not affect
this year's starting salaries, but the number of RAs last year dqes.
Why not permit both to have an .effect; i.e., include both BA and It (-1)

and see what estimates emerge?
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outside his control, Ix it does make one wonder what model of the
Ow"

labor force is really being te ted.

THE LOGIC pr _TUE STATISTICAL MODEL

FreeMan's model bas,,three cheracteristics that are more or Iess

familiar to economists. It is recursive in the sense that for the

enrollment and salary equations, where you are today depends on where

you were last ye r and the current crop of BAs depends on freshman

enrollments four and five years ago. Part of it is based on an

.'accelerator idea, that an increased supply of 'students creates an in-

creased demand for teachers. Usually accelerators contribute to

dync instability, but in Freeman's implementation the acceleratpr
.

loop seems not toitclosed. The demand measure (preaumably) encomw

passes employment in educ!jtion-'iindustries," but there is,-oo feedback

noted between employment in these induetries and-the number of college .

graduates in process (students).. The accelerator idea, which is qui-,e

appealing, was lost sokewhere In the empirical implementation cf the

theory.

'The final feature which also 'applies to Freeman's earlier work
1

is that of the cobweb which as-Freeman otes was first used in

studies of agricultural narkets. Let's go through the model's dynamics.

Equation 1 suggests that the number of enrollments this year is affected

by current population of 18 and 19 year oldi, by last year's enrollments

1The octbr Market for Conego-TmilluNiMempower.
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and through them whatever affected enrollment last year, and by the

ratio of beginning college graduate salaries to average full-time

Worker salaries. .0ther than for ebttpiertla of the recurstarithat

last-year's freshman looked at selarieu last year, and so on, this

year's freshmen are myopic: They ignore salaries of older graduates

in favor of the wage this yeai's graduates receive.

After four or five years, this year's freshmEA3 "hatch" as hAs

(Equation 2), and one year later they drive salaries of beginners

down. It is not clear why an increased number of graduates this

year doesnot reduce thisAr's starting wage, but itzakcs sense

that a large crop this year night "overhang" the market and drive

next year's wage down./ %

Now trace the cobweb. Suppose that this year's starting wage

is "high." If so, when the students attracted by this wage hit

the Joh merket rhe starting.wage will be "1 ." Th.:, rub with this

kiud of model is that it. forces'expectations to be frustrated. The

implication of ,Ihe sup:dy model is that prospective freshmen expect

to receive the salary that obtains when they enroll and yet the

4\

model's dynamics i) m ly that a one percent higher salary today lowers

th e wai receiv le on graduation from .14 to .20 percent. How many

cyCles would have to occur before prospective freshmen caught on?

" This kird of model is the antithesis of .theaull-Gpreer view

we sketch below where,high entry wages signal law subsequent wages

and vice versa. We don't really know haw prospective students form

expectations about post-graduate earnings. We do know, however, thal..
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if they behave myopitejly and if salarlis are as sensitIve to tfie

number of BAs as Freeman's calculations suggest, then high school and

college cunselore would be well advised to warm their s

t.,
are not only not what they seem, they are the opposite.

.

Bpsnass CYCLES

ants: Things

N

Our slatipticiem about soMe of the meChanics of the model Freeman

Woes to explain the now depression draws odr attentlion to one ex-

planationismdismisses. Nature uufortUnate1y providea us with,few

uncontaminated experiments. Coincident with the entry into the

labor market of the baby boom cohorts, the overall Jeconoay was de-

*pressed relatiNie to its recent past. As background the wages of

individuals observed over the 1965-1974 period, we had a i'acro-economy

that began as very robust, experienced a mini-recession in 1970 that

bottomed to 1971 rebounded in 1972 Ind 1973 and again floundered

late in 1974 (as described by yeitrly unemployment rates in Table 2).

Wi;12 this year-by-year volatility, it would be surprisin if all

workers dasigneted by skill or Joh experience were stmilarly affected.

Just as'the labor market was forced to asiimilate th4 largest and

40) molt educated clams of new entrants in its history, the business cycle

deterioration certainly made that task much more difficult. Can these

business cycle tremds explain-not only part of the difficulties
t

encountered by young people ale:CO*24 all ed.ication le,7(as, but also

imam of the decline in the relative earnings of new c llege graduates?

On the latter question, Freeman answers in the negat-rve because he
*

&simples that college graduates are less vulnerable to recessions than

those with le s schooling.

20



Table 2

MEASURES OF ANNUAL LEVELSX CYCLIC ACTIVUY

Year

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972 1973 1S74

A. Annual Aversge'Unemployment .ate White Males

2.7 2.6 2. 5 4.0 4.9 4:5 3.7 4.3

Percentage Driation froirTrend of Industry of
Employment by Year

High School
Graduates

College Graduates

1.8 2.3 3.8 0.9 -2.2 -1.5 0.5

1.7 2.3 3.5 1.5 1.4 -1.4 -0.6

0.6

-0.2

a.These are weighted averagem for industry deviations of employment
from trend. The weights afe employment shaxes hy industry-for college,
an4 hIgN school graduates. These are presented in Smith-Welch (197%
Table 4).

1
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A

His view is based on the theory of skill specificity.
1

The notion

is that firma invest (through hiring, training costs etc.) in their

workers and protect those investments as demand falls by reducinf& util-
e

ization rates rather thsn by terminating employment altogether. The

skill composition part of the theory'is gained by positing that the,

- t
fiFm's specific investment share of isbor;s products is positively car-

..

re/ated with skill level. Thus the firm protects its 442:led work

force relative to the unskilled group under t orary downwards trends.

However, while this theory makes senseffor experienced workers

one must,he careful in applying it to new entrants where most of Freeman's
-Nr/

With firm specifkc training, it is importantwage action takes place.

to distinguish between insiders (those wh9re-training and hiiing costs

have already been incurred) and outsiders (potential new himres with

4

positive training and hiring costs). If firm speJtfic training predicts

that duiing downturns a firm will underutilize its in-:place skilled

labor force (essentially hoarding its allied labor for fear ef losing

prior investments) what is the likely plight of a highly skilled new"
6

entrantf The forces that tend to stabilize demand for its experienced

workers are exactly the same as those that could destabilize demand for

new entrants. Such a view would predict pro cyclic ratios in income re-

turns to schooling for new entrants relative to the experienced work

force.

1
An alternative theory often used to explain why skilled labor is

less vulnerable to cycles posits that substitution'elasticities between
(short-run) fixed capital and "turskilled" labor exceed those between
"skilled" labor and capital. If substitution relationships are as
posited, then the demand for unskilled labor falls relative to the de-
mand for skilled labor as firms compensate for capital fixity.



In a,recent paper we examined this notion by iiwestigatfng earnings

of hew entrwit high school and college graduates uming data from the

Mara& 1968-1975 Ourrent.Popu tIon Surveys.
1

Our finding was thac

within industries, business cycles w'ire neutral between new high school

and- college graduates, Any aggregate non-heutrality for themeeems to

be an artifact of differEnces in the industrial composition of employ,

_meat!. BOt, college/high school graduate differentiae in employment pat-

terns are Large aad there is much room for compositional effect. For

%

4examp1e 43 percent of all new entrant college graduates work in ser-
%

vici'industri;s (largely-tealtl4, education, and professional service

will? only 11 percent of high school graduates work in these indus-xies.

la,sontrasc, 49 percent of high school graduates and only Z4 percent of

college graduates work in manufacturing. High school,graduates work

in industries Lhat are disproportionately vulnerable to businesi cycles

and, for "normal recessions," they are more-affected than college

graduates. e ca ulated individual year deviations in

'employment from trend for collcae and high school graduates separately.

These are listed in Table 2b for the years 1967-1974. If our indices

are adequate proxies for cyclic variability;Ndiffetences by schooling

level measure compositional effects of cycles.

In fact 19/1 4.10pelrs to have.been a aormal recession and, as

Table I showed, relative earnings of college graduates were mausually

high that year. But 1973 and 1974 were atypical.,-IN...both years indus-

trial employment pAterns were mixed with same industries lying above -

long-run trend and others below trend and in the aggregate employment

'See &sith-Welch, "Local Labor Markets and Cf(1.ic Conponests ir
Demand for College Trained Manpouer," 7978a.
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idea relatively depreused in industries diaproportionately employing col-

giaduates. The sharp deiline in relative earnings of college graidu-

atesl, particularly id 1974Awas probably due in part to cyclic factors.

While business' cycles contributed to the magnitude of some of the

swings exhibited in Table 1, after we zorrected for business cycles, he

basic.trend of declining wages of new college graduates although slightly

muted remained. Thus, thehnew (2epression in college education, while

possibly exacerbated by business cycle conditions cannot be explained by

them. However, when we examine the new entrant labor market below, we

.sball see that business cycles did not play a trivial role.

_)

WHAT DOES 0% RS CASE OV PLUMBEiS

To this point, we have limited our comments to thoseNdirectly re-

lated to tbe cr 'lents of Freeman's book. For the remainder of this

review, we free ourselves of this restriction so tliukt we tan mpre di-
.

" ,

rectly question/what is really the' fundamental thesis of his work.

Freemae's major point is that the supply of college-traiued manpower

is increasing faster than demand and he supports this view by ihowing

declining relative earnings for new entrant college graduates. Ordi-

narily ifthe supply of sosething were to increase faster than demand,

we vould expect lts price to fall, and Freeman'seevil.!-re is sugges-

tive . Yet for prospective college students, full cLreer eartings, not

wn ry wages are lepoetaet, and the fact that ea.ings of primc

aged college graduates haw not fallen relative to earnings of similar

hi'h school graduates Is reason to examine the evidence for new entrants

more closely.

*A f

Pr 'al calculations of rates of return, of income gains asso-
%

elated with college attendance, which .he presents in App ndix A



balked 011 tho idea that 0All-career earnings are relevant. This per-

spective iten call d the human capital view, le appealing for und

standing occupatioual choice regardless of whether the choices involved

refer to differences in school completien levels or not. It is nothing

sore than 4 simple statesIL that full careers matter. but from suph

a perspective the dietinction between entry end subeequent %rase& le

crucial, end it is easy to devime cameo' in which signale tobeeded in

.entry wages are misleading.

Suppose, for example, that people.chooee be:ween skilled crett

,poccupetions by selecting that occupation having the greatest (present

value of) lifetime earnings. If this were the only criterion of cihoice,

rand if there were no restrictione on entry, then market equilibrium

would obtain sUch that lifetime,earnings in each of these occpations

would be equalized. Now consider one of these occupationsplumbers.

A plumber's cere r consists of two phases, an apprenticeehip fol.-

ipm,4 by full journeyman status. The apprentice perfnrma diff rent

tasks that art more conducive .to learn g and require 1t tll and, lmonK,

other things, the value or'these asks depende on the numbers of jour-

neymen available to apprenticea. Aa the nusiber of apprentices increases

relative to he number of journeymen, ehe value of apprentice tasks f l.s

relative to the value of journeyman teaks.
1

Now-suppose that there is

IWe can think of this relation au having twv parts. The appieptice

im tioth learner and worker. The amoant of work available to appren-
tices depends on the amount of work done bylourneymon (apprentices are
in part journeymen's helpers), and increased apprentice/journeymen
ratios reduces the work available tO each apprentice. Learning by ap-

prentices requires time from their journeyman teachers, and increased
apprentice/Jour-layman (student/teacher) ratios increases les-rning costs

of apprentices:
t*.
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L.

an unantictpatod incrgiaee in demand for plunbin ervices. In the short '

tun, the number of joerneymen cannoT be Ancreaao4 so the rtfe& t is to

4

. incrisaas journeyman %gages. The number of ..,pprenticies can. of course.

4 increase and the improved-prospects for journermen t muffictent ro do

so. Pio% thls, it,folIews that a ehort-run equalibrium that equates

full career earnings of pluimbere with alternative craft occupations

calls for 1,014ar apprentice 4u when journeyman wages exceed their

long-run equilibrium levels nd vice versa.

This to not to say that recent declines Ln relative earnings of

new entrant college graduates can be conatrued *a evidence That demand

is increasing faster than supply. We would be mote opt,imistic if rela-

tive earnings of prime aged college graduate:. had increased, huion

the other hand the stability oç,relattv. earnings of prime aged worke-1

is reeson for akeptictem sbou broadly based reduction in demand

4elitfor college trained work r . The smOe of plumbers is relevant be-
;

cause even though college graduates'do nut ord1n5ri17;.t nott throu0

formal apprenticeships, they do follow careers involving non-trivial

learning phobic. during which tasks performed are not- always Ow same

as those of the senior =ethers. Moreover, the apparrnt constancy of

relative earnings for prime aged college and high school raduates

coupled wtth changes for new entrante, diverts our atte elon

broa04 defined markets for the college trained to markets'to,- recent

entrants. Not only do we observe the 4ncome behavior Freeman NUM-

wirizea the new entrant labor market exhibited other Intvregting

features after 1967 which we now explore.
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WHAT THE BABY-BOOH-COHORTS DID TO THE LABOR'FORCE

In Fig. 1, fertility rates are graphed from 1547 to 1975. Birth

rates increased sharply after 1947 &nd peaked in.1957, a trend popu-

larly labeled the baby boom. After 1960, fertility rates decreas-ed

rapidly until by 1975 they had reached their historic lows (the baby

bust). That these dramatic swings in fertility rates produced large

shifts in the education and age distribution of the work force two

decaSas later is documented in Tables 3 and 4. Table 3.A lista five-

year percentage increases in the labor force by echooling level r;nce

1952. As the baby-boom-cohorts began entering the labor market in the

lace 1960s and the 1970e, the total size of the,lahor force expanded

by 21 percent frog 1967 to 1975. In fact, in absolute numbers the

1947 1950 1966 1060 1965

Fig.1 Fertility rates 1347-1975

1970 1975
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'total labor force grew more in these eight years than it did in the

fifteen preceding years. Not only were labor markets premied by the

entry of those just out of school, but, participation rates of married

woven have increased and vet,erans of Vietnam have joined the labor force

Table 3

GROWTH IN LABOR FORCE

A. Percentage Growth in Civilian Labor Force by Educational

Year Total Labor Force Years of SchoOling
16 and

5-8 9-11 12 11-15 over

52-57 5-.73 -6.41 9.61 16.0 9.47 20.1

57-62 7.39 -12.2 6.31 16.2 30.6 29.6

62-67 8.60 13.8 4.17 ' 23.1 20.8 18.4

67-72 12.91 -20.0 0.89 23:2 35.6 31.6

72-75 7.20 -15.9 -6.26 9.57 20.7 24.6

72-75
b

11.99 -26.5 -10.5 16.0 34.5 41.0

Year

67-69

69-75

.11* .= M. I .11 1. Ow

B. Yearly Percentage Growth Rates in Male Civilian Labor

Force by Age 19674975c

2 ()-

.023

.058

Age

25-34

.035

.040

35-44 45-54

-.014 .007

-.004 .001

a
SOURCE: EdisoarionaZ Attainovnt f Workera, March 1975 Special

Labor Force Report 186, Table A.
bAdjusted to 5-year growth for comparability with earlier periods.

cSOINCE: Derived from HanaL,0 of Latv 7P''t,, U.S.

Department of Labor.



Even though the tote1 labor frccgrew by one-fifth eince 1967,

the number of workers with 5-8 years of echooling fell by 32 percent

and those with 1-3 years of high school declined 6 percent. In con-

trast, during ihewe eight years the number of high school workers

grew by 35 percent, and both for those with 1-3 yeart of college end

for college graduates the number of persois in the-civilian Labor

force jumped an astonishing 64 percent. As indicated in Tabre 3, the

increase in the number of college graduates wau much lerger after 1972:

These new cohorts.not oniy altered educational distributions

but they obviously affected directly the age distribution of the work

force. Table 3.B lists yearly percentage rat'es of growth by age for

the male labor force. -The total number of 20-24 year old workers in

the force increased by 47 percent since 1967, with the yearly rate

of growth fter 1970 more than double that from 1967-1969. Similarly,

the number of men aged 25-34 in the labor force expanded by 36 percent

over these eight years. In contras , the total number of male workers

over 35 has actually declined since 1967.

These age,and education trends impacted doubly on more recent

entrante. Table 4 pravidea percentage growth rates for high school and

college graduates by age groups fcr two sub-periods betwwen 1966 and

1970. After 1970 the number of college graduates 20-34 years pad

increased by over 80 ercent! Thert was also a rapid increase in the

number of young high :school gradunLes reluilve Lu 35.

Freeman's book and our review highlight some of the problems these

demographic ch4,a6es eautied and the resulting adjustments made in the

labor market, especially for more educ ted manpower. But given this
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Table 4

GROWTU IN MALE LABOR FORCE BY EDUCATION AND ACE 1966-1976

A. Percentage Change Between Years

College High School

201-Z- / 25-34 35+ 20-24 25-34 35+

66-70 34.0 12.4 7.2 12.9 15.2 13.3

70-76 82.4 83.6 21.1 43.4 39.3 28.1

B. Bi-yerrly ,ercentage Change for

College High School

20-24 25-34 20-24 25-34

66-68 3.12 6.67 0.41 7.42

68-70 29.6 5.52 12.5 7.30

70-72 50.8 16:1 19.2 5.81

72-74 3.12 23.8 8.61 6.21

74-76 17.2 27.7 10.7 23.4

14..m.vme,..

SOURCE: EducatiOnal Attainment of Workers, Special Labor Forces
Reports, selected issues.

historically unprecedented growth in the labor force after 1968 and its

concentration among the young and more eaucsted graduates, one may ".me

more impressed by the economy's ability to absorb these shocks than by

the difficulties encountered. Those who tend to worry about how the

U.S. private economy can "create jobs will find it hard to explain

what happened th the American economy during this period.
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DOES COHORT SIZE NATTER?

The American economy undergoes a continuous process 01 compositional

change induced in part by past decisions on family size and educational

attainment. The recent experience was an extreme example, but there are

many other instances in American history during which the size and educe-
1".

tional distribution of the work force changed significantly in a relatively

short period of time What do we (economists) know about the effects of

such changes and cohort size in particular on the wage and employment

structure within the labor force? A truthful answer is embarrassingly

little. While the effects of cohort size have at times been used to

explain other types of behavior11 their direct impact on wage structures

have typically been asserted rather than investigated.

We will summarize in the following sections some receneempirical

'estimates by Welch on the effects of cohort size. But ehcouraged by

the relatiVe narcity of evidence on these effects, we will first,spec-

-ulate about some potential mechanisms through which ccort i.ize may

matter. 'What sort of. world do members of large cohorts confront? Their

orC

spend .their childhoedas members of relatively l2rge families competing

with their siblings tor limited family resources. Not only is family

income spread over more children, but the time and care of parents devoted

to each,child is probably*reduced. Then, they attend crowded elementary

and secondary schools wbere teacher-student ratios are higher than the

norm, and limited sessions with smaller daily hours, particularly in the

loser elementary grades, were common. They may also face au environment

'See, for example, the interesting work of Easterlin on fertility
-.-

trends.

,g1
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structured by the mealier cohorts that preceded Chem where the number

of available "slots" in prestigious high schools and colleges are slow

to adapt. What the accumulated impact on eventual marketable skills of

these factors was we simply do not know. Sociological research on the

effects of family background suggests these effects may be quite real,

and the declinieg BAT ecores beginning the Lid-sixties may bear wit-

ness to it.
1

Barring full compensatory behavior by these cohorts, this

class of cohort effects is likely to be long-lived, penalizing its mem-

bers throughout their work careers. These cohort size effects refer to

4uality per se and, like it or not we believe that there are good

reasons to expect adverse effects for members of large cohorts.

There is another set of factors set in motion as these cohorts

enter the labor market that are the natural province uf economists.

Large cohorts alter relative factor ratios, and the most straightforward.

prediction of economic theory is that relative wages will decline. In-

deed, -we conjecture that the reel permanent contribution of Freemaa

work is that it has raised this aspect of cohort size to serious scholarly

concern. Only if all ,workers, regardless of experience or'schooling level,

'substitute perfectly for each-other is the structure of earnings indepen-

dent of cohort size. If perfect substitution does not rule, then rela-

tive wages will be altered by changing relative numbers of workers across

schooling levels or years of.experience. Unfortunately, economists have

little hard eVidenee on the degree of such substitution possibilities

particularly as.they relate to workers arrayed by job tenure. With

workers classified by schooling and experience or date,of entering the

1
Complaints y our university colleagues on the quality of contem-

porary students could'also be cited. But, after listening to 'these core-

plaints at aany years, we are not sure we detect a secular dtift.

32
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work force, the number of possible specifications of substitution

sbetterns is too large to erpe unstructured dat to be able to sort

- through them.

}Premien argues thet,ttle,detiliniv4 relative wages of new entrant

collegie graduates is an indication Chat enbstitutiofi across schooling

classes may n 'be large. BeKthe_absence of any effect on more experi-

enced college workers_becomes especially puzzling if the main differenti-

tion is one across schooling classes. 'The long-term.relative constancy

in'relative wages across schooling claming also makes one cautious in

relying too heavily'on small substitution possibilities by education.

An alternative perspective which highlights distinctions screen phases

of a work career seems to ut to offer greater potential la explaining

wage behavior resulting from the entry of these large cohorts in the

1970s.

Independent of quality considerations referred to above, the pro-

ductivity of a cohort may be inverse to 1.13 size. This relation, often

called the 'law" of diminishing productivity, can be illustrated by

ilu*ning the' example of plumbers which we referred to earlier.

Suppose that there is an exogenous increase in the number of appren-

'tice plumbers. In learning-intensive career phases, apprentices are

partly journeymen helpers. An increase in the number e4 apprentices

relative to the number of journeymen simply increases the amount of help

available to each journeyman and enhances the productivity of jou.eymen,

t least relative to apprentices who through "crowding" become less pro-

ductive. But,as today's'large eutering cohort transits at some later

date into journeyman status, the number of journeymen will increase

relative to the number of apprentices unless future entering cohorts are
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A

also large. Thus throughout its career, a large cohort implies a rela-

tively large number of workers in each of Ita career phases so that the

adverse effects,of size persist. Yet there are good reasons to expect

theai! enacts to be magnified at entry relative to subsequent points in

he career. Suppose, for example, that a plumber's cEireer spans 45 years,

5 years as an iiprentice and 40 years as a journeyman. Suppose also thatA

the ability apprentice or journeyman to do plumber's work depends

, only on the apprentice/journeyman ratio7-an increased ratio reduces the

productivity of apprentices while increasing productivity of journeymen

and vice versa. Now, if the market were in &stable equilibrium with a

constant number of plumbers, there would be an equal number of workers

at each of the 45 mirk experience years so 'that the number of retirees

each year (those completing their 45th year on the job) would equal the

number of Apprentice recruit . In this case there would be one appren-

tice for every eight journeymen (5 apprentice years/40 journeymen years).

If a new cohort were exactly rwice as large as usual, and if all subse-

quent cohorts were. the normsl size, the ch of the.new cohorts

apprentice years the number of apprentices would be percent above

normal, while for each of its journeyman years ,the number of journeymen

would be only 2,.5 percent above normal.

There is another reason to expect that initial effects will decay

over work careers. As large new cohorts enter, they impact differently

on eXperience schooling, occupat,ons, and industry groups. Initial

wage reductions should be correlated broadly with thc size of the new

cohort in the occupation and industry grouping. These initial wage

effects create incentives for those most affected to enter and acquire

those skills mequired in the least affected areas.

s-
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In a sense, the labor market operates as a melting pot e,:entually

blending in workers to smooth out the initial perturbations.

ThE REDUCATED AMER CAN OR THE OVERCROWDED NEW ENTRANT?

have seen that the entry of the highly educated-post-war baby

boom cohorts produced two important demographic changes in the labor

force. There was, of course, the increase in the relative number of

college graduates that Freeman emphasizes. But it also substantially'

altered the age distribution of the labcr force for both hi h school,

and.college graduates, incrrasing the number of youne workers (new

entrants) relative to be experienced work force (peak earners). Which

of these trends dominated the-la i market adjustments since 1970? The,

!S

,.

answer to that question depindepartly on the relative ease of substi-

tution across schooling classes compared to substitution within schooling

classes betweep new entrants and "mature" workers. But let'llg first see

what ike.pumbers,say.

To do this, we used the 1968-1976 Current Population Survya, which

are the basis for the published data Freeman summarized it. Table 1, to

compute income ratios across schooling and experience c1asses.
1

The

income data refer to the year prior to survey co our trends span the

1967-1975 time frame. In Table 5 we list college/high school ratios of

weekly wages mad annual earnings for those aged 25-34c, Freeman's ratios

lEach of these nine surveys includes from 130,000 to 152,000 people.
Of these, from 25,000 to 27,000 are included in our tables. The'y are

civilian, white male, age 14-65, not now in school (as their major ac-
tiviry last week), who either worked 50-52 weeks in the previous year
or repnrt the reason for working fewer weeks as something other than
being Aa school or retired. Those self-employed or working without pay_
tiers also excluded. Our samples clearly do,not correspond precisely with
those employed in the published tables.
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in Table 1 for fulI-time workers correspond moat directly to our weekly

wigs ratio*. Although trends in Table 5 are similar to those in Table 1,

our peak levels of relative income of college graduates at the beginning

of the decade are below his and our turning point in maximum relative

earnings occurs in 1970 rather than 1969. Yet, the basic trends tracked

in Tables I and 5 are quite similar.

There is one problem with the 25-34 age bracket forced by the use

of published data. If the typical high school graduate entered the labor

siarket at age,19, and tbe mean age in that interval was 30, then Fieeman's

average high school "new entrant" would have.11 years of market experience.

In fact some of these "new entrants" have been in the labor market for

f>,2)
as long as 15 years with relatively few for less.than five years.

Table 5

RATIOS OF EARNINGS OF COLLEGE TO HIGH
SCHOOL GRADDATES FOR NEW ENTRANTS

Ag:e Groui Year

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1972

A. Weekly Wages

25-34 1.27 1.29 1.30 1.32 1.30 1.28

College
25-34/
High Scbcol

1.52 1.54 1.55 1.57 1.54 1.51

20-29

* B. Annual Earnings

25-34 1.33 1.30 1.32 1.34 -1.34 1.30

College
25-34/ 1.56 1.55 1.57 1.62 , 64 1.61

High School
20-29

1973 1974 1975

1.24 1.19 1.23

1.51 1.47 1.48

1.25 1.23 1.31

1,61 1.58 1.69
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This Lertainly does not correspond to common sense notions of who new

entrants are. Wore importantly, it could'conceivably contaminate.com-A.Ls
perisons if most of the depressing labor market effects impacted on true

neW entrants who are more lilsely to be represented.in the college group.

Therefore, we also include in Table 5 income ratios for college graduates

aged 25-34 relative to high school graduates aged 20-29. Since &dlege

graduetet enter the labor market at least four years later than high

school graduates, these ratiOs should more closely approximate workers

with similar tenure in the work force. While the weekly wage ratios

still exhibit a rising trend to 1970 and a decline thereafter, one i

clearly less impreswed by the magnitude of those changes. The 1-'5

wage ratio is only 4"percentage points below the 1967_ratio. Relati e

wages of college graduates'did indeed decline ifter 1970, but reports

of the demise of eht college degree may have been premature.

The sensitivity of earnings ratios to these age intervals brings

us to new ntrants, In Tables 6 and 7, ratios of weekly wages and

Table 6

RATIO OF WEEKLY WAGES OF PEAK EARNERS
TO NEW ENTRANTS

Age Group Year

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971. 1972 1973 1974 1975

High School

35-49/20-24 1.52 1.60 1.55 1.61 1.64 1.67 1.74 1.72 1.70

35-49/20-29 1.33 1.36 1.33 1.38 1.39 1.40, 1.46 1.47 1.46

College

40-54/25-29 1.61 1.49 1.4b 1.50 1.64 1.71 1.65 1.74 1.87

c,40-54/25-34 1.39 1.31 -1.38 1.38 1.44 1.47 1.43 1.51 1.60
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Table 7

RATIO OF ANNUAL EARNINGS OF FEAR EARNERS
TO NEW ENTRANTS

.roup

1967 1968

35-49/20q24 1.56 1.66

3-49/20-29 1.35 1.36

40-54/25-29 1.63 1.52

40-54/2/-34 1.40 1.33

1969

1.64

1.36

1.55

1.346

Year

1970 1971 1972 1973 1974 1975

High School

1.73 1.81 1.84 1.86 36 1.93

1.43 1.46 1.46 1.52 1.53 1.59

College AL

1.54 1.67 1.73 1.71 1.79 1.91

1.39 1.44 1.48 1.45 1.53 1.62

annual earnings for pesk earners rel tive to new entrants are provid d.

For high school graduates, peak earners are those aged 35-49 and two def-
.

initious of new entrants'are employed,Men 20-24 years old and those in

the 20-29 age interval. To capture_ lege graduates at similar points

in their labor"market careers, peak earners include men 40-54 and new

entrants are men aged 25-29 and 25-34.

For both annual earnings and weekly wages and for both high school

and °alive gradates, the fall in the relative incomes of new entrants

dwarfs any changes examined in the relative wages across schooling groups.

The maximum decline in ihe weekly wages of 20-24 year old hi h scho,1

graduates vat 22 percentage points with an end point change of 18 per-

centage points. As one would suspect these changes are smaller wilen

older woe entrants (20-29 year olds) are considered, but the end point

comparison is still 13 percentage points. For college gradaates JInoring

tha somewhat anomalous (to uul 1967 ratio), the trough to peak liovement

is 39 percentage points for die.youngesonew entraat cateory and
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29 perceutage points Or those aged -34. Note n particular, that

most of this decline-occurred after 1970 ind we have seen in Table 31,,

population growth rates were twice as large after 4970 coepared to the

190-1969 period.

Turn next to annual earnings of peak e3ruers to new entrants. For

the youagest high /school. graduates we now observe a 37 percentage point

dec9pm in relative earnings of n intrent rad for the youngeut col-

lege graduates a 39 percentage point drop. Since the dikference between

annual earnings and weekly wag s repreuents weeks worked, for high school

graduates, half of thNiecline in relative wages of new entrants involved

reduced emp1evment.1 The good news in thaty4,1eak vtatistic iu that

employment effects tend to be much more transitory than wage effects so

that eventual improvements for these new entrants should arrive sooner

ind be larger. How permanent are these effecte likely to be?

THE NEW DEPRESSION: ULCERS OR INDIGESTION?

In a recent paper, one of us (Welch) estimated the effects of cohort

size on initial wage and employment of members of that cohort as they

entered the labor market, as well as the persistent long-term effects on

that cohort eis they proceed through the mature stag-es of their work

careers.
2

tielch reports that initial effects on new entrants were large

'Unemployment rates of male high sehoc.)1 graduates as of October in

year of graduation were:

1967 1968 1969 1970 1971 1472 1973 1974 1975

9.5 10.2 7.6 12.9 14.0 12.3 12.3 15.3 19.1

SOURCE: Handbook of Labor St.atj6tic8 2976, Table 32.

2For the Toethodology underlying these estimates, see Welch (1978).
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for wage rates, weeks worked, andjbours per week. These effects were

also larger smog college graduates than high school graduates. Thi.

say reflect lower substitution among colle;>kmduztea across their

career phases uggesting that- worker-learner eubettrution elseticitie.

fall wtth increased schoolieg. Sharper distinctions among college labor

in skills acquired over the life-cycle has soCe intuitive appeal.

However, these initial effects decayed over work careers zo that

by the time workers lAave been in the labor force for 10 years, Welch

finds essentially no long-term effects on hours or weeks. Since most

workers eventually assume full-time permanent jobs the exclusive con-
,

eentration of employment effects at the front end when workers are pur-

suing their first job or engaging in considerable job switching is not

surprising. Wage effects did persist but were one-third of initial

effects for high school graduates and one-fifth'of initial effects for

-college graduates. The baby-boom cohorts were indeed taxed but their

future seems brighter than Freeman's book would indicate.

To provide a sense for the magnitude of these effect Welch eeti-

mated the effects of cohort sizes of relative wages over the 1967-1975

period. He *reports that the increasing new entrant share of the labor

force predicted reductions in weekly wages of new entrants by 13 percent

for college graduates and 8 percent for new I'.gh school graduates. For

high school graduates relative cohort size of peak earners fell over

this period increasing their wages by 2 percent. Thus, nww entrant

weekly wages were predicted to have fallen relative to peitkearners by

10 percent for high school grolduates and by 13 percent for college greet-

uates. This tvmpares to an actual change over this period of 12 percent
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for high school and 16 percent for college graduates (see Table 6).

In comparing w ges across schooling groups, between 1967 and 1975,

the predicted change in the college/high school new entrant wage was

5 percent compared to the peak to trough change in Table 5 of 6.8 per-

cent. If these estimates are correct, then what has passed for a new

depression in highef education may be unique to the entrants of the

early 1970s. For th

future is brighter,

members of smaller co

forlhe 1970s are cle

ight of the evidence suggests that it is a story of the overcrev,led

tew entrant and not the overeducated American.

as effects erode of their life cycles, the

for subsequent arrivals who themselves will be

rts the future is also brieher. The Wage data

rly telling an important story. But to us, the

WHAT WILL TliE FUTURE BRING?

Rased on the recursive model discussed above Freeman makes some

projections into the future. On the basis of his model, he paints a

not very optimistic future. He predicts that the relative economic

utatus of graduates will level off about 1978, improve moderately in

the early 1980s as a result of smaller number of graduates in response

to the depressed markets of the 1970s and declines in the size of

college age cohorts. In the mid-1980s, tha fall in the number of col-

lege graduates will create a new boom for new college workers which

will level cZff in the 1990s. Unless there is a sharp increase in

demand, this boom will not restore college income to the premium that

existed in the 196N. His scenario is just as bleak for those who received

. their baccalaureates in the depressed market era. Since they will be

followed throughout their lifetimes by large numbers of similarly



ituated workers, be argues that supply pressures will likely maintain

their low wage stnua. Els forecasts will go a long way to reentablishing.-

economics reputation sui'the:dismal science.

In tbe'previous section, Us have already presented our evidence indi-

cating that the long-run impactS on members of these large cohorts w!.,,o

entered tha labor market in the 1970s is likely to 6.!, much smaller than

Freeman indicates: We beim also demonstrated that =sic! qat Freeman

calls a nes depression results from An inclusion ot new entrants Ir. his

t,
collage group while by and large excluding them from his high schc,o1

group. To tbe extent it existed at all, the deptn of the new devession

was never as severe as Freeman alleged. But there is no doubt that wages

of new college (and high school) graduates declined during the 1970s, and

the question of future prospects for those who f ow them remains. The

additional income datit availab)re after Freeman's book was publishee isee

Table 1) indicate that the trough in income ratios for new schooling *

graduates occurred ia 1974. We may be more sanguine about future pros-

pects given the recovery suggested by the 1975 alnd 1976 data. In his

study, Welch also projected future incomes of college graduates into 1990
-A

based on colL)rt sizes of the 1960s And 1970a. Welch reports that in 1990

lifezime income prospects for college graduates will rival those of the

most favored classes entering in the 1960s. Whether our wre optimistic

forecast. prevail over those Freeman reports is a question that should be

answered in the next few years. N.,

'Ns
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THE'MARKET FOR BLACKS AND 1DM1N

In the final chapters of the book, the emphasis shifts from a

seneral analysis of tba college labor market to an examination of the

relative position within that market of s..lected groups. Alongside

the deterioration in the market for college graduates, the 1960s wit-

1_

ncssed an alteration in a number of other historically persistent wage

and emplcw,lent patterns. The interaction of these changes with the

declining market for new -college grAduates is the primary focur of

these chaptA-s. Relying on a considerable amount of his research pub-
.

lished in much more detail elsewhere (1976), Freeman first considers

black college graduates. Income differentials by race have histori-

cally been largest among highly schooled blacks. College e4ucated

black males traditionally found employment in dccupations that terviced

the black population (I.e., teachers and preachers), and were rarely

employed In high paying management positions alongside whites. This

has often been interpreted, as it is here as indicating that \
economic effects of market discrimination-Impinged most severely on

more educ ted blacks. rreeMan demonstrates that the relative -conomie

position of black college graduates improved substantially during the

1960s. In fact, by 1970 almo t total racIa1 w3e parity among college

-

education males existed in some occupations. Although the largest gains

accrued to neW black graduates, wage growth relative to whites was also

videllt alpag blacka who had ieceived'their college training earlier.

Perallelius this wage improvement, college enrollments of blacks ex-

panded enorod--ly. In the last twenty years, the proportion of black

males attending college more than doubled, with blacks selecting business
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oriented fields where monetary incentives are presumably eivea more

weight. In spite of the general decline in the college labor market,

these gains achieved by blacks were at least maintained during the

1970s. The principal, if not the exclusive, causative factor cited

by Freeman is the enforced compliance to fair employmelegislation

popular,,ly known as "affirmative action." Title VII of the 1964 Civil

Rights Act prohibited both employment and wage discrimination on the

basis of race. .It also created the Equal Employment Opportunity

Commis li.on (EEOC) to monitor firm compliance with the provisions of

the Att. The Office of Federal Contract Compliance (OFCC) was estab-
,

lished in 1965 to administer an executive orderffolid,ing discrimina-

tion by government contractors.tf

While there can be no doubt that the wages of black c011ege gradu-

ates increaked substantially in the last fifteen years, we are skeptical .

of some of Freeman's conclusions. ln particular, we question:

1. The ides that the mid-sixties represented a unique and radical

departure from the past. We feel that many of the reasons for these

changes reflect developments that have been evolving slowly throughout

the twentieth century.

2. The almost_total reiliance on decreases in discrimination against

blacks especially as induced by government affirmative action pressures

to explain the observed patterns.

3. Th2 hiihllghting of the adiaLtccily impressive gains of.college

educated blacks li;taires the reader with the impression that little'of

the benefits filtered down to less,skined blacks.

Table 8 documents some reasoas for our concern. There, biack-white

ratios of weekly wages art listed for,hi h school and college graduates,
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Table 8

BLACK-UHITE,RATIOS OF AVERAGE WEEKLY EARNINGS
BY YEARS OF WORK EXPERIENCE, 1960 AND 1970

Years of Average Weekly Earnings
1970 1960Work Experience

High Scho41. Graduates

1-5 806 .714

6-10 .791 .714
11-15 .749 .682
16-20 .750 .690
21-30 .698 .648
31-40 .690 .590

College Graduates

1-5 .775 .655

6-10 .692 .582

11-15 .6 .582

16-20 .675 .517

21-30 .667 .421

31-40 .522 .422

SOURCE: Smith-Welch (1977)

The largest iproveieut is undoubtedly that of collesge educated blacks

but lass killed blacks also scored impressive gains relative to whites.

Tile decline in wage ratios within each cross-section has often been used

as evidence that blacks as a group have been relegated to dead-end Jobs

with little career growth potential. Wage ratios also decrease with

schooling level and the cross-sectional deterioration is mo*T?rapid

among College graduates. This is the main source for the belief allnded

to earlier that black college graduates suffer more from discrimination

both in the fora of lower wages relative to whites as they begin their

market experience and less rapid wage growth over their work careers.

However, interpreting life cycle processes from a single cross-section

be extreme' mislead:Ing. Younger blacks are not only observed at
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an earlier point in their work careers, but they are simultaneously

members of more recent cohorts. With.the twe'cross-sections contained

in Table 8 we can follow individual cohorfa over time. The within

cohort treads (the experience of a 1960 cohort of workers with 10 years

of additional experience in 1970) 'indicates quite clearly that relativc

black-white wages did not decline over the life cycle. Instead, the

cross-sectionel-pattern reflects fact that,pew cdhorts of blacks

arperforming better in the market relative to yhites than their pre-

decessors. This cohort improvement is consistent with two hypotheses.

The first is that the real relative marketable skills of blacks have

improved even within schooling classes (presumably through better

schooling quality or home environments). The alternative explanation

would be-that labor narket discrimination is diminishing through time.

In this view, the labor market operates so that a major part of a per-

son's career profile is determined at the time he enters the market.
,f)

More recent entrants face less discrimination and therefore realize

incOme profiles thAt are relatIvely higher in comparison to white or

norm" profiles. But if these changes are assigned to declining dis-

crimination, one cannot rely heavily on laws that were passeQn the

aid-sixties. The proeess of cohort convergence has been proceeding

far toio'Iong for that explanation to be convincing.

In a series of recent articles (1977, 1978), we argued in favor

of tha firW- explanation. Ye found that the advance in the relative

income of black males between 1960 and 1975 was due mainly to converging
a

educational and skill distributions by race and a narrowing in wage

differentials between regions.' Skill levels were relatively constant

within cohorts 'Ind convergence vas accomplished as increasingly similar



racial cohorts entered labor Markets while other less similar cohorts

retired. This is *illustrated first in Table 9, which lists years of

school completed for males at po.nt of entry in the labor market-from

1930 to 1970. In 1930 the typical black male began his work carePr

with 3.7 fewer years of formal schooling than his white counterpart

and almost 80 percent of these blacks never attended high schoOl. How-

ever, as successive cohorts entered the labor force over the last forty

years, the competitive disadvantage of blacks continuously dissipated.

by 1970 only 1.2 years of schooling separated black and white males at

the time of their initial labor force experience.

The story conveyed by nominal years of schooling is reinforced by
k

data on school quality. The currant, and often valid, criticism of the

quali6, of contemporary black education makes us forget that the his-

torieal situation was much worse. The data on nominal characteristics

of schools tells a clear story of a pervasive improvement in the quality

Table 9

YEARS OF SCHOOL COMPLETED AT ESTIMATED TIME OF
LAZOR MARKET ENTRY

1930

Year of Labor Market Entry

1970

Males

1940 1950 1960

Mean Schooliag or.Blaiks 54 8.0 9.9 11.1 11.4

Mean Schooling of Whites 9.6 11.1 12.0 12.6 12.6

Proportion of Blacks with
less than 9 years of school 0.78 0.58 0.31 0.15 0.11

Proportion of Whites with
less than 9 ;ears'of school 0.42 0.22 0.15 0.10 0.07
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of schools attended by American blacks relative to those attended by

whites.

By 1835 every southern state had a law prohibiting the schooling

of slaves and some even forbade .instruction of freedmen. Emancipation

came at a time when no slave under thirty year& old could legally

have been schooled. Until emancipation, most blacka who attended

acho61 yere freedmen in the North, and they accounted for...less than

2 peraent of 'the school age population. The effective origin of mass

black education in the South ii(as during and immediately following the

Civil War. The Freedman's Bureau fipanced construction of something

like 4,250 schools and the period of Congressional reconstruction,

1867-1875, established free public education on a significant scale as

can be seen from the enrollment data of Table 10.

- Par practical purposes, today's black population was schooled in

the.twentieth century. The beginning of the century was concurrent

Table 10

BLACK SCHOOL ATTENDANCE RELATED TO SCHOOL AGE
POPULATION 1850-1960

Year

Number
Attending.
School (000)

'Percent of Total
Population 5-20

Yeare Old

1850 26 1.7

1860 33 1.8

1870 180 9.2

1860 656 32.5

1890 991 32.0

1900 1,097 31.3

1910 1,071 45.4

1920 2,056 54.0

SOURtiE: Welch (1973)

P#ST
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with disfranchisemeet and quality discrepancies between black and white

schools were probably ltrger than that at any other time. Whatever evi-

dence one selects the implicatiou is that the,trend in this century hus

been toward equality. Table 11 contains four indices of schooling

quality: average days attended, pupils enrolled per classroom teaCber,
P

enrollment in fipsf relative to second grade, and school complction levels

of ptiblic school teachers.

The ihange that may have been of greatest impRrtance in terms of

learning acquired is the convergence in the length of school terms. In

1920, black youths attended school only two-thirds as many days ex white

students, but there were no real black-white differences in days attended

by 1954 Similarly, in 1920 teaektrs of black students had 1.75 as many

pupils ss the average teacher ia the country. By 1954, this difference

to
had been substentially reduced. The extraordinarily hi h ratio of first

to second graders suggests that on average a black student took about

too years to complete the first grade in the 1930s. Retention rates

that average 100 percent suggest low quality education coupled with in-

flexible etl341rds. Between 1940 and 1954 implicit reention rates, in

southern Negro schools moved toeard the national norm,

In 1930, 38'percent of black teachers had not graduated from high

school, and another 20 percent had less than two years of college. Ihe

fr

rate of increase in average schooliug of teichers is perhaps greatest

among the several attributes we have examIned. In 1930, nine percent

of block teachers had the equivalent of a bachelor's degree;-by 1952

the proportion hed risen to 73 percent. This coepares favorably with

^the 78 percent , Southern white teachers who were collele graduates

4if that time,. It is often difficult to link attributed of schools to

lt
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Table 11

A.

CONPABISVIS or TWENTIETH CENTURY TRENDS IN CHARACTERISTICS BETWEEN
THE SEGREWED NEGRO SCHOOLS, SOUTHERN WHITE SCHOOLS, AND AIL U.S.

SOMOLS

Average lays Attendad!* Pupils Enrolled per
Enrollment in

First Relative to.
Per Pupil Enrolled Class 'Teacher Second Grade

Negro All Negro All Negro All
SchoolsYear School Schools Schools Schools Schools

1899-1900 57 69a 56.7 42.5' 1.37 1.148

1908-09 71 88 56,4 39.9 1.45 1.494

1919-20 80 121 56.0 31.6 1.96 1.64

L929-30 97 143 43.7 30.0 2.35 1.48
1939-40 126 152 145.3 29.0 2.03 1.29

1949-50 148 158 33.6 27.5 1.62 1.20

2963-54 151 159 32.9 27.9 1.45 1.25

'Southern white schools only.

B.

School Completion Levels of Public School Teachers in
Segregated Southern Schools 1930-1952

Year 1930 1939-40

Percentage of
Teachers Who Had Negro

Schools
Negro
Schools

White
Schools

#21142111LJEO

a) Less than two
years of
college

b) Four or more
years Of
college

58

9

30

35

7

60

1949-50 1951-52

Negro White Negro NegrO

Schools/ Schools Schoolb Schools

14 6 3

65 72 73 -78
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Issastass of school achievement, but the consistent picture of simulta-
,

nevus convergence in all these dimenmions makes the case for improving

quality of black schools plausible.. Host of this increase in the quality

of blaek Schooling flowed from the migration of blecks from the South

(where ochooling quality was low for both races relative to the rest of

the country) and the irovet.eut in Southern schools. While a broad

view of 20th Century experience leaves little doubt in our minds about

the enhancement in scrooling quality for blacks there Is, however, a

legitimate'question as to whether these trends have Continued in the

last few years.

In regional explanations of the changes in wage ratios, southern

location accounted for a si nificant part of the rise in black waees.

Although migration flows had a small.favorable impact on blacks, con-

vergence towards the natioeal Isola in black-white southern wages was

far more important. Relative black-white wage ratios for both sexeu

rose more rapidly in the South, especially among the young. For males

with Less than.10 years of experence and for women under 30 years old,

relative black-white wages increased by 10 percent more'than in the

rest of the country.

Where does all this leave Freeman's explanation of declining dis-
.

.crimina,ion? Clearly, the factors we have mentioned so far do nut x-

dune the possibility that governmental action had an independent effect.

AM

There le considerable popular itvidence based on interviews with firms

that they are,very much aware of legal problem' if they do not hire a

4reasorlable" proportion of blacks. Unfortunately, the scientific qual-

ity of the evidence on this issue is in a very primitive state.. There

is no consensus about the appropriate te t nor is data available of



sufficient scale and qaality that controls for other 2otential factors.

Moreover, the existing studies on .;he effects of affirmative action

yield conflicting reeults.

Because tbey do not

of EEOC and OFCC have be

effects on black-white wage ratios. In their survey of this research

deal with economy-vide effects, caae studies

the least usefel in determining aggregate

Butler and, Heckman (1977) cite the work of Andrea Beller a974) as

the most sophistieated of the micro-studies of UGC. She concluded

that the enforcement of the wage and employment provisions of the

1964 Civil Rights Act appears to have a slIght negative economy-wide

impact on relative employment and no (or poseibly a negative) iepact

op relative wages. The OFCC studies are of questionable use because

they deal only with relative employment effects and contain no infor-

mation on relative wage effects. Butler and Heckman conclude that

the evidence suggests *resell but positive short- and long-run effecta

on employment but possible negative effecte an relative occupatiunal

1
PoSkr-Lwk,

The most important study arguing for an important government

role was conducted by Freemen (1973). With time-series data from

1947-1971 Freeman regressed the black-white theme ratios on a rime

trend, deviations from GNP

education of blacks,.am4 a

as a proxy for cyclic variation, relative

variable measuring cumulative EEOC expendi-

Write). Tbo latter variable wee used as an index of federal antidis-

criminstion programs and had a statistically significant positive

Another class of atedies has concentrated on studying the actual
mechanies of aaforcement tr,..; the two agencies. The mechanics include
funding and staffing levels, and length of time of litigation. The

bard ard aAecdotal evidence makes one very skeptical that these agencies

have had much impact. See Wallace (1975).
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coefficient. On the basis of this evidence, Freeman concluded that

affirmItive action pressures had shifted the time-series'pattern of

relative wages toward blacks.

The ebility of limited time-serieu data to detect the effect of

affirmative action and more importantly to discriminate among alter-

native hypotheses is questionable. There was a dramatic increase be-

tween 1965 and 1966 in black-white ratios, which is often used as

evidence that the civil rights laws that just preceded this increase

were a factor in actounting for the recent improvement in the earnings

of blacks. Variables that also change rapidiy during the same period--

such as Freeman's cumulative EEOC expenditure series--will undubtedly

capture the sharp break at this time in the time series pattern. How,-

ever, year-to-year changes in thia series are often quite irregular.

For example, there are two other points (1951-1952 and 1958-1959) whew

the increase in the black-white ratio is almost as rarge as the 1965-

1966 change. In

legislation. Mo

these years there was, of cOurse, no comparable

ver, if the time series data is decomposed into

-regions of the country the only sllarp break in the series occurs in the

*South in the late fifties. While Southerners could be credited with

clairvoyance in anticipating futilre legislative action, the data may

be telling a different story.

In our previous research (Smith and Welch, 1977) we attempted to

test the influence of government on the rise in bl k-white wage

ratios. We argued there that the implied threat of pressures' on

government contractors for affirmative action gave Ub our best chance

to observe the effects of this legislation. Our method was an indirect

one--to focus on.workers most susceptible to government influence. We
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identified workers by the degree of their contact with the government--

direct goverameat employees, workers in industries regulated by the

government and those in industries that sell a large part of their

product to the government. If affirmative action was an important

causal factor, its impact shoulChave been strongest on-`employment

and wage trends in these Andustries. Our empirical research indicated,

however, that foi males the largest gains in black-white ratios

occurred in those industries least vulnerable to federal or local

government influence--i.e., the private sector.' We concluded on the

basis of our Census study that the aggregate effects of affirmative

action since the 1960s was probably small.

lip are not sufficiently comfortable with even our study to make

any definitive assessment on the role of its 1960's civil rights legis-

latIon. We do feel that Freeman exaggerates their importance and Che

uniqueness of this period relative to the other factors we mentioned

above. Yet, there are a number of patterns in the data that are sug-

gestive about the effects of this legislation. For example by setting

employment quotas by race, the largest benefits should accrue to blacks

where they are most scarce--i.e. in skilled occupations. The more

rapid imPlibvement for black college graduates is certainly consistent

withsthiq. Distributional impacts within the black population may be

important even if aggregate effects of black-white wages are not.

However, a good deal more methodological and empirical research is neces-

, aarybefore one accepts even a toned-down version of,Freeman's view.

Freeman next zurns hie attention to college educated wumen, In-

come returns ktom college have araditional' seen lo%nr for women

than mea and fewer women attended college. But in recent years there
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have been significant.changee in the labor market for women. The

twcular growth in labor force participation rates for married women

accelerated duiing the last fifteen years. WhIle the overall wage

position for women has not changed substantially, Freeman notes

moderate improvement in the economic status of college women relative

to men. particular, college women have entered tradiiionally male

dominated o upations and received wages in these occupations com-

parable to those of men. Mbreover, the wages of college educated

women eld not decline as much as those of men in the depressed market

did college enrollments of women increased. A counterbalancing

force to these trends is the expected decline of the teaching profes-

sion--a traditional stronghold for female employment.

Freeman cites four factors that may have altered the job market

ifor women in the 1960s:

1. The civil rights laws and executive 'brders mentioned earlier

also prohibited disiimination on the basis of sex.

2. The growth during this period of the woman's movement.

. The substantial decline in the birth rate during the 1960s

lessened t !e family responsibilities of these women and made it

easier for them to work.

Traditional attitudes towards sex roles have been changed,

perhaps as a reriult of the first two factors.

"While a detailed study of changes in various professons
and degree programs is needed tu pin duwn the.lucus and
cause of these changes in the returns to female investments
in college, it seems plausible that the overall ga:ns are
due to the improved market for college women resulting from
the activity,of the woman's liberation movement and federal
,affirmative action."
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We frankly find this to be the weskewt chapter in the book.

Writing a popularized version of one's research Is a legitimate and

useful business as long aw there -is a body of good reeearch under-

lying it. In this case we know of no research by Freeman (or in

fact by other ecocomists) that supports his speculationu about the

female labor market. The growth in female labor force participation

has been proceeding thrtZ'ghout the twentieth century and long pre-

dates the political woman's movement in the l96015. emun's speculations

are good for the' soul and eeby on the intellect, but this chapter

does a disservice to the stimulating und serious research contributions

he makes In the earlier chapters. His book would have been stronger

if the temptation to include the chapter on women had been resigted.

CONCLUSION

In this review, we have offered a critical. assessment of Richard

ereeman's intNpiguing and challenging book Mc Overeitinated Amcr:^an.

The basic thesis of his work is that college trained manpower is in a

state of serious over-supply and is likely to remain SO fqr many years

to ceme. A4 part of our review, we have reexamined the wage and empl

ment data for the 1970s. These data are clearly telling a fascinating

story of adjustments to large entering cohorts. But to us it is a

story of sie overcrowdeld new entrant and not an overeducated American.

The absence of any reduction in the .lative wageu of more experienced

college workers during this decade represents a serious Oallenge to

Freemsn's hypothesis. If their wages dc not decline in the next fivs

years and if the wages of new entrant college gra4uates of the 1970s

recover most of their initial setbacks, then concerns over the fampending

death of the college diplome should themselves be laid to rest.
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